CASE STUDY
Managing Events & Hospitality with a
Performance Measurement Toolkit

CASE STUDY: Swingers - Institute of Competitive Socialising

Background
Business priorities

Swingers is London's first ever indoor golfing venue, a totally immersive 9 hole
crazy-golf course complete with clubhouse, DJ’s, champagne bars; five cocktail bars
and three restaurants, it is the first venue from the new entertainment brand the
Institute of Competitive Socialising (ICS).

Increased new business opportunities and growth
Better customer service to meet changing expectations
Automation of critical reports used to manage venues

ICS overarching goal is to implement a set of strategic and operational dashboards
and KPIs that will be used to manage and monitor their expanding customer base
and expanding venues across multiple brands and countries.

Improve financial performance KPIs
Improved customer insight and market intelligence

Key strategic objectives
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Enhance acquisition
& retention activities
to drive growth and
market share

Improve real time
reporting function to
increase operational
efficiencies

Create a
performance-driven
culture to optimise
venue management

“There is a natural tendency to look to the
technology to help us achieve our
objectives, but technology alone is not a

The challenge

solution. We need to discover the desired

Whilst they had recently invested in a multichannel Information Technology
architecture and had a huge amount of usable data, ICS were unsure how to
generate the insights that would help them to achieve their strategic objectives
and drive business improvement.

results and KPI’s that need to be monitored
in order to reach those objectives.”

Luca Colombi
BI Strategist & Partner, Conduit
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How we helped
ICS implemented a two-week Performance Measurement programme using the
Conduit Performance Measurement Toolkit and Conduit expert support. This
allowed them to quickly realign their technology investment with their business
objectives, focus on key priorities, gain insight into the progress of business
strategies, and design how to measure the performance of their more
operational activities.
ICS were able to rapidly design and specify SMART KPIs & sketch dashboards
views of key goals that were critical to the success of the organisation, including
KPIs that offer insight into revenue per restaurant and venue, sales forecasting,
golf course utilisation, weekly booking summaries and marketing ROI.

Achievable

Retain market share, protect
local depot from competitors

Market penetration strategy &
market development pilots

Retail communication strategy
and CRM automation

Increased revenue through
seasonal promo campaign

Measurable

Relevant

Specific

Timely

SMART
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Results
The Conduit Performance Measurement Toolkit allowed ICS to develop 4
distinct sets of dashboard wireframes providing insight across key business
functions and objectives. These were then used by ICS & Swingers
management teams to transform the way they manage the venues and
drive actionable insight.
Where before the organisation wasn’t reliant on data, we were able to help
them get the specific insights to inform crucial business decisions and drive
even greater business success – all based on accurate insight.

Products and services used
The output of this phase was integrated into their CRM, ePOS & ECommerce technology roadmap with the aim of implementing it across
their multiple venues and brands planning strategy.
By utilising the Conduit’s ‘Performance Measurement Toolkit’, ICS
embraced a collaborative, inclusive approach which encouraged strong
stakeholder support that can be nurtured and leveraged into future
projects. They were able to evolve their management style, moving to a
performance-driven culture that balances past financial measures with
leading performance indicators and ‘weak signals’ to actively seek
better business outcomes and enhanced operational performance.

Lessons learned
The experience showed that it was imperative for all project stakeholders to
have a solid understanding of the key strategic objectives and priorities of
the organisation. Above all, the methodology developed by Conduit, allowed
ICS to maintain a top-down approach to developing the best performance
measurements.
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